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Literature works come in many forms and types, one of which is films. Films are categorized as 
forms of drama in which the artistic works are realized through acting. In today’s society, film 
industry is one of the most influential sectors of modern society. Among many reasons, film can 
entertain, educate and inspire viewers in many ways. As one of the elements in a story, characters 
in films have been the target of literature analysis due to its significance role in the development 
of a story. Thus, this study aims to analyze the characterization of the main character in the 
Phantom of the Opera’s film. The focus on the analysis is on The Phantom himself or known as 
Erik. This research analyzes how the character of Erik is portrayed in the film through his 
dialogue and interaction with other characters. The theory that supports this thesis is psychology 
of literature by Robbert (Jeff) and Paul Costa. This thesis used descriptive qualitative research. 
The researcher watch the film and read the script, collect the data, analyzed the data, and 
concluded the data. The findings revealed that the main character has high neuroticism that is the 
susceptibility to experience negative emotions. The main character showed a lot of negative 
emotions such as anger, anxiety, frustration, vulnerable, guilt, manipulative, insecure, self- 
consciousness, and aggressive. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Literature has been and will always be a part 
of human life. It allows society to understand 
different values because “literature is the product 
of humans’ imagination, thought, emotions, 
feeling, idea and expression” (Boas as cited in 
Irene, 2013, p.74). The impact that literature has 
in modern society is undeniable. “Literature acts 
as  a  form  of  expression  for  each  individual 
author” (Austin, 2021). Most of literary works 
mirror the society of the author’ era which leads 
to better understanding about the values of 
different society. As an educative source, 
literature can provide beyond just pleasure and 
entertainment, it helps students of literature to 
understand how the world is made and re-made 
over time throughout history and the shift of the 
issues of right and wrong (Rainsford, 2014, p.6). 
Literature works come in many forms and 
types, one of which is plays and films. Plays and 
films are categorized as forms of drama in which 
literary or artistic works are realized through 
performance or acting (Rainsford, 2014, p.57). 
Like other forms of literary works, plays and films 
is a way for an author to tell stories with series of 
events in a specific order with beginning, a middle 
and an end (Bennett and Royle, 2014, p. 53). In 
today’s society, film industry is one of the most 
influential sectors of modern society. Every film 
depends on the genre can reflect society and 
transform opinions. Among many reasons, film 
can entertain, educate and inspire viewers in many 
ways. In addition, unlike play and drama, film can 
reach many people from different background and 
cultures, making it an extremely powerful source 
of entertainment. 
Barsam (2010, p.81) defines film as “sets of 
conventions aspects of storytelling such as 
recurring  themes  and  situations,  setting, 
character types, and story formula, as well as 





decor, lighting, and sound”. Characters in films 
are considered as the objects of curiosity, 
fascination, affection, dislike, admiration and 
condemnation (Bennett and Royle, 2014, p.60). 
They are the fictional representation of a person. 
Unlike in novel or any other written forms where 
the characters’ description is often be told by the 
narrator, characters in films usually are described 
through their action, attitudes, speech, interaction 
with other characters etc. (Kirszner and Mandell, 
2017, p.235) 
A  character  by  definition  is  a  “fictional 
representation of a person-usually (but not 
necessarily)  a  psychologically  realistic 
depiction” (Kirszner and Mandell, 2017, p.235). 
Some  characters  may seem much  more  ‘real’ 
than others. Writers use characters to perform the 
action and speak dialogue. They help the readers 
to understand the stories and move along the plot 
line. There are many ways writers develop the 
characters in their stories. Writers can inform the 
characters  through  their actions, through  their 
reactions to situations or to other characters, 
through their physical appearance, through their 
speech and gestures and expressions, and even 
through  their  names  (Kirszner  and  Mandell, 
2017, p.235). 
There  are  two  ways  characters  can  be 
communicated to the readers. The first one is 
through  the  narrator,  either  from  the  third 
narrator  or  the  first  narrator.  Narrators  can 
provide information about what characters are 
doing, saying, and thinking; what experiences 
they have had; what they look like; how they are 
dressed; and so on (Kirszner and Mandell, 2017, 
p.235).  Sometimes  these  narrators  also  offer 
analysis of and judgments about a character's 
behavior  or  motivation.  The  second  way  is 
through  the  characters’  actions,  dialogue,  or 
thoughts (Kirszner and Mandell, 2017, p.235). 
In  stories,  the  main  character  is  always 
round and dynamic. The development of the plot 
in the story depends on the main character or the 
protagonist. However, due to its complex nature 
of round characters, they are not always easy to 
understand and can be unpredictable. In order to 
understand round character, we need to 
understand a character’s motivation -the reasons 
behind his or her behavior-or we will not believe 
or accept that behavior (Kirszner and Mandell, 
2017, p.237). 
In   literature,   characters   offer   valuable 
information about stories. The more complex of 
a character, the more interesting the story is 
because the development of the story depends on 
the development of the character. Understanding 
characters in story can also help readers to 
understand the nature of humans’ characteristic. 
“Characters are the life of literature: they are the 
objects of our curiosity and fascination, affection 
and dislike, admiration and condemnation” 
(Bennett and Royle, 2014, p. 60). 
In order to communicate the characters in the 
story to the readers, an author uses variety of 
techniques to help readers understand about the 
characters in the story. Characterization is a way 
for an author to reveal what the characters are like, 
their values, feelings, and goals. Characterization 
is a method by which the writer reveals the 
personality of a character (Jauhari, 
2013, p.161). There are two different approaches 
to   characterization.   The   first   one   is   direct 
characterization and the second one is indirect 
characterization. 
According to Florman (2017) indirect 
characterization, the author directly describes a 
character's qualities. Such direct description may 
come from a narrator, from another character, or 
through  self-description  by  the  character  in 
question. Direct characterization is usually used 
in novel. 
Minderop (2005, p.6) further elaborates that 
the direct method (telling) relies on the 
explanation of the character’s characterizations 
to the exposition and direct comments from the 
author. So the readers can understand the 
character’s characterizations based on the 
author’s explanation. It can also involve other 
external details, such as names or other overt 
commentary. 
On the other hand, indirect characterization 
is demonstrated thorough the character behavior, 
thought, action, appearance, how the character 
interacts with others, and how others characters 
react (Minderop, 2005, p.22). Indirect 
characterization  is  sometimes  called  "implicit 
characterization” while direct characterization is 
called “explicit characterization”. Indirect 
characterization    is    usually    used    in    film. 
Characterization in film is different from 
characterization in novel because film is a visual 
story telling that the characterization of a 
character in film is more complicated and details 
than in a novel.
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Due to its significant factor a character has 
in stories, it often becomes the target of literature 
analysis. Understanding characters in literature 
offers various knowledge and interpretation of the 
story, the author, and also the society. Thus, a 
large body of research has been conducted in 
order to understand characters in literary works 
(Putri, 2017; Ifianti and Rahman, 2020; 
Hidayanti, 2015; Tami, 2017; Kim, 2014; Stakic, 
2015). Therefore, this study contributes to this 
area of research by conducting a study in relation 
to characterization in a film, specifically, The 
phantom of the Opera’s film. 
The Phantom of the Opera is a novel by a 
French  writer,  Gaston  Leroux.  The  story was 
inspired by historical events at Paris Opera and all 
actors in it. The Phantom of the Opera’s novel has 
been successfully adapted in various stage and 
film adaptions. Some well-known stage and 
screenwriter of the novel are Andrew Lloyd 
Webber and Joel Schumacher. 
The story is about a beautiful soprano, 
Christian Daae, who becomes the obsession of a 
mysterious, masked musical genius living 
beneath the Paris Opera House. The phantom falls 
in love with the obscure chorus singer Christine, 
and privately tutors her while terrorizing the rest 
of the Opera house and demanding Christine to be 
given lead roles. Things are getting worse when 
Christine meet her childhood acquaintance Raoul 
and the two fall in love. The phantom decides to 
kidnap her and imprison her with him in his lair. 
Due its interesting theme and complex 
characters, a number of studies regarding The 
Phantom of The Opera has been conducted. For 
instance, a research by Hidayanti (2015) focused 
on analyzing the oppression from The Phantom 
or Erik to the Opera house and how the 
oppression impacted other characters in the Opera 
House. She found that the reason why Erik is able 
to oppress other characters is because the 
influence and the power Erik has. Erik is known 
to be a musical genius and a man in the position 
of power. People at the opera house are dependent 
on him. They have no choice but to be submissive 
to Erik. 
Another similar research was conducted by 
Tami (2017). She discussed the cause of social 
impact of social rejection on the lead character of 
The Phantom of The Opera and also the cause of 
the rejection on The Phantom. She found that the 
reason why The Phantom was rejected in society 
was due to the terrible scars that he has when he 
was born. Because of the feeling of rejection from 
the childhood, the Phantom grows up hating 
society; thus, turn him from being the oppressed 
to being the oppressor. 
Furthermore,  a  research  by  Kim  (2014) 
reported the personality development of the main 
characters  as  he  is  falling  in  love.  His  study 
focused on the personality change that faced by 
The Phantom as he falling in love with another 
character, Christine. The findings of Kim study 
revealed that The Phantom,  Erik,  experienced 
personality changes from someone who is hateful, 
selfish and cruel to someone who is capable of 
being generous, caring, and kind. 
Unlike the previous research, this study aims 
to  analyze  the  characterization  of  the  main 
character in the Phantom of the Opera’s film. The 
focus on the analysis is on The Phantom himself 
or known as Erik. This research analyzes how the 
character of Erik is portrayed in the film through 
his  dialogue  and  interaction  with  other 
characters. The character of Erik in the film 
represents how the treatment someone received 
growing up will shape the personality of that 
person and  how the interaction  with different 
people can change one’s personality. 
Understanding a work of literature can expose 
learners to authentic works. It can also help 
learners to develop the ability to think critically 




This research used descriptive qualitative 
research, which is defined as research of which 
the data descriptively analyzed in the form of 
written or oral words. Qualitative research deals 
with a kind of research that does not use statistic 
procedures in analyzing the data but gives an idea 
or commentary on the state of things as 
straightforward as possible without any treatment 
of the object studied (Creswell, 2014). Qualitative 
descriptive research mostly collects the data in the 
forms of words. This research used descriptive 
analysis to describe the main character in “The 
Phantom of the Opera” film. 
In  analyzing  the  Phantom  of  The  Opera 
film, the data in this study are taken from two 
sources:  primary  and  secondary  sources.  The 
primary source was taken from The Phantom of 
the Opera’s film and screenwriter by Andrew 
Lloyd Webber and Joel Schumacher, based on
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the best-selling novel “The Phantom of the 
Opera” by French writer, Gaston Leroux. The 
data in this study consist of sentences and 
utterances that contained the main character in 
The Phantom of the Opera’s film. Secondary data 
is used to support and complete the primary data. 
The data are film script consists of 110 pages. 
That should be combined with the original film 
of The of the Opera’s film. 
In this research, the procedure of the 
research is as follows: 
a.  Watch the film and read the Phantom of the 
Opera’ script Andrew Lloyd Webber and Joel 
Schumacher, based on the best-selling novel 
“The Phantom of the Opera” by French writer, 
Gaston Leroux carefully. 
b. Find  the  sentences  and  utterances  that 
contained characterization of main character 
in Phantom of the Opera. 
c.  Categorize the sentences and utterances that 
characterization  of  main  characters  in  The 
Phantom of the Opera. 
d.  Make a table based on the specifications of 
characters. 
e.  Analyze the utterances and classify it based 
on personality traits 
The process of collecting data for this 
research is through content analysis. The data 
collected from The Phantom of the Opera’s film 
script such as expressions, phrases, utterances, 
statement, and the researcher classified it based on 
the specifications. This research used the film and 
film’s script as the instruments. The research 
instruments are used directly in collecting and 
analyzing the data. The researcher used 
descriptive analysis to analyze the data. Miles and 
Huberman defined analysis as three current flows: 
data condensation, data display, and conclusion 
drawing and verification (Miles, Huberman, & 
Saldana, 2014). This research used Miles and 
Huberman's theory in analyzing the data. 
 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Based   on   the   research   findings,   the 
researcher found that the dominant personality 
traits of the main character has high neuroticism, 
which is the susceptibility to experience negative 
emotions. The main character showed a lot of 
negative emotions such as anger, anxiety, 
frustration, vulnerable, guilt, manipulative, 
insecure, self-consciousness, and aggressive. 
The  following  are  the  examples  of  his 
interaction and dialogue that the Phantom has 
along with the analysis of his personality.
 
Table 1. The Analysis of The Main Character 
 
Personality Traits Specification Explanation 
Manipulative Flattering Child, you shall know me, 
see why in shadow I hide! Look at 
your face in the mirror- I am there 
inside! 
Behind the mirror, begin to 
glimpse the white of phantom’s 
mask over christine’s reflection. 
I am your Angel of Music… Come to 
me Angel of Music 
Christine mesmerized in a 
Svengali/ Trilby like hypnotic 
trance, is drawn towards the glass. 
Wandering child.. so lost… so 
helpless.. yearning for my 
guidance… 
More and more hypnotic 
Though, should she wish to excel, 
she has much still to learn, if pride 
will let her return to me, her teacher, 
her teacher … 
Magically, the lights dim, 
isolating the Phantom and 
Christine. 
Have you forgotten your angel..? More and more hypnotic 
 
 
 Yet the soul obeys… Angel of 
Music! You denied me.. turning from 
true beauty… Angel of Music! Do 
not shun me.. Come to your strange 
Angel… 
Begun to discern a dark form 
within the light of the 
mausoleum. 
Too long you’ve wandered in winter 
… far from my gathering gaze. 
Christine slowly ascending the 
steps towards the inner doors and 
light. 
Obsession Close your eyes, let your spirit start 
to soar! And you’ll live as you’ve 
never lived before 
The Phantom has stepped into 
water and walks toward the boat 
and Christine. This is highly 
sexual. She is completely in his 
spell 
Softly, deftly, music shall caress 
you… Hear it, feel it secretly possess 
you… Open your mind, let your 
fantasies unwind in this darkness that 
you know you cannot fight. The 
darkness of the music of the night. 
He lifts Christine out of the boat, 
her arms around hs neck, and is 
carrying her toward the shore. 
Their faces are very close. His 
love for her has consumed him. 
Let your mind start a journey through 
a strange, new world! Leave all 
thoughts of the life you knew before! 
Let your soul take you where you 
long to be! Only then can belong to 
me… 
They reach the shore and the 
Phantom carries her toward a 
carved staircase. He lets her 
carees his mask, his hand reaches 
out her face, travels down her 
neck and breasts. 
Anger Damn you! You little prying. 
Pandora! You little demon- Is that 
what you wanted to see? Curse you! 
You Little Lying Delilah! You little 
viper- now you cannot ever be free! 
Damn you.. Curse you. 
Stranger than you dreamt it… can 
you even dare to look or bear to think 
of me: this loathsome gargoyle, who 
burns in bell, but secretly yearns for 
heaven, secretly… Christine… 
Christine is near tears. Her heart 
is moved by this poor man. 
I gave you my music… made your 
song take wing… and now, how 
you’ve repaid me: denied me and 
betrayed me… He was bound to love 
you when he heard you sing 
Christine. 
He sinks to his knees holding the 
red rose. 
Now, let it be war upon you both! As they ride off, we notice a trail 
of blood red rose petals scaterred 
in the snow. 
Monsieur, I bid you welcome! Did 
you think that I would harm her? 
The Phantom pulls a lever and 
the portcullis rises enough to 




 Why would I make her pay for the 
sins which are yours? 
 
Down once more to the dungeons 
of my black despair! Down we 
plunge to the prison of my mind! 
Down that path into darkness, 
deep as hell! 
The Phantom has Christine in 
the boat. The lock wish leads 
down to the Phantom’s lair 
descends 
 Why, you ask, was I bound and 
chained in this cold and dismal 
place? Not for any mortal sin, but 
the wickedness of my abhorrent 
face! 
He pauses for a moment, 
rounding on her bitterly 
Aggressive You have come here in pursuit of 
your deepest urge, in pursuit of that 
wish, which till now has been silent, 
silent… I have brought you, that our 
passions may fuse and merge- in 
your mind you’ve already succumbed 
to me, dropped all defences, and 
completely succumbed to me- now 
you are here with me: no second 
thoughts, you’ve decided, decided… 
The Phantom is now half-way 
towards Christine. The Silhouettes 
of male dancers appear behind 
him. 
Why, you ask, was I bound and 
chained in this cold and dismal 
place? Not for any mortal sin, but the 
wickedness of my abhorrent face! 
He pauses for a moment, rounding 
on her bitterly 
Start a new life with me- buy his 
freedom with your love! Refuse 
me, and you send your lover to his 
death! This is the choice – this is 
the point of no return! 
He turns to her and thrusts the 
veil and wedding gown into 
her hands. 
Frustation The world showed no compassion to 
me! 
Snarls furiously at Raoul 
Start a new life with me- buy his 
freedom with your love! Refuse me, 
and you send your lover to his death! 
This is the choice – this is the point 
of no return! 
He turns to her and thrusts the veil 
and wedding gown into her hands. 
Take her- forget me- forget all of 
this… Leave me alone- forget all 
you’ve seen.. Go now- don’t let them 
find you! Take the boat- swear to me, 
never to tell the secret you know of 






 the angel in the hell- go … go now 
… go now … go now and leave me! 
 
That fate which condemns me to 
wallow in blood, has also denied 
me the joys of the flesh… This 
face – the infection which poisons 
our love … 
He takes the bridal veil from 
her mannequin and moves 
slowly toward her. She turns 
away. 
Characters just like real life person is written 
with personality. However, unlike in real life, 
characters sometimes can have flat and complex 
personality. Flat personality is usually for the 
supporting characters while cpmplex personality 
that resembles real-life person is for the main 
characters. 
Personality can be considered as one of the 
most important asset one can have. It has already 
helped shape one experiences and will continue 
to do so for the rest of one’s life. (Schultz and 
Schultz,   2013,   p.2).   An   attempt   to   try   to 
understand  the  subject  of  personality  can  be 
really difficult because the study of personality is 
too complex to be described in only such simple 
terms,  because  humans  are  too  complex  and 
changeable   in   different  situations   and   with 
different people. (Schultz and Schultz, 2013, p.2) 
Personality      traits      reflect      peoples’ 
characteristic, thought and feelings and behavior. 
Those qualities that one has distinguish him/her 
from others. All personality psychologists use the 
term  personality   to   refer   “to   psychological 
qualities   that   contribute   to   an   individual’s 
enduring  and  distinctive  patterns  of  feeling, 
thinking, and behaving” (Cervone and Pervin, 
2013, 8). Personality characteristics are qualities 
that are at least somewhat consistent across time 
and across different situations. However, at the 
same time, one’s characteristics also change over 
time and depend on the situation, people can 
behave differently. In order to understand how 
someone feels, thinks, and behaves, psychology 
needs to understand the person’ aspects that 
include their mental life, their emotional 
experiences, and their social behavior. (Cervone 
and Pervin, 2013, 8). 
The most influential research for the past 
decades is known as ‘The Big Five’. The theory 
covers the five basic personality traits. It was 
formulated by McCrae and Paul Costa. The big 
five  theory  proposes  five  core  traits: 
extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, 
neuroticism, and openness to experience. They 
are the broad higher order personality traits that 
comprise the Big Five. (Lau, 2013, p.6) 
Based on the research findings, the dominant 
personality traits of the main character 
has high neuroticism, which is the susceptibility 
to experience negative emotions. Highly neurotic 
children and adolescents are often described as 
anxious,  vulnerable,  tense,  easily  frightened, 
guilt prone, moody, low in frustration tolerance, 
insecure in their relationships with others, and 
disposed to easily “fall apart” under stress. 
The main character showed a lot of negative 
emotions such as anger, anxiety, frustration, 
vulnerable, guilt, manipulative, insecure, self- 
consciousness, and aggressive. The personality 
of the main character also shows inferiority, 
jealousy, insecure and hatred. However, at the 
same time he also desires for true love. Although 
when he is in love he becomes obsessive and 
toxic. The main character, The Phantom, is a 
music genius in the opera house. Due to his 
distorted face that he has had since he was a child, 
he always wear a mask. Because his appearance, 
people are scared of him, make fun of him, and 
feel uncomfortable to be around him. 
When Erik was a child, people do not want 
to be around him because of his distorted face. 
Adults think Erik as a demon child due to his 
face. Because of his face, people think he can 
bring bad lucks. While children like to make fun 
of him and bully him for his face. Even Erik’ 
parents are ashamed to have a child with a face 
like him. His parents told him to wear a mask and 
to stay away from the people. This treatments 
from people around him cause him to be self- 
isolated and inferior. He also tends to spend the 
time alone and withdraw from people. 
Later in life, the Phantom found a girl, 
Christine, who would listen to him and look at 
him as an angel of the music. Erik taught Chirtine 
how to sing. He does this while hiding behind a 
mirror so that Christine could not see his face. Eri 
is in love with Christine and does not want her to 
see her real face. Because he knows if Christine
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saw his face, Christine would be scared of him or 
feel disgusted by his appearance. 
He becomes obsessive toward Christine and 
tried to force her to love him. His obsession is 
getting worse once he found out that Christine 
loves another man. He fulls of jealousy and anger. 
His jealousy caused him to do something 
horrible.  He  becomes  obsesses  with  Christine 
and  he  tries  to  destroy  whoever  comes  near 
Christine. 
Knowing how Erik obsesses with her, 
Christine and Raoul, a man whom Christine falls 
in love with, they dated in secret because they 
know  how  Erik’s  obsession.  However,  Erik 
found out about the secret dating. So he took 
Christine away and tried to convince her to marry 
him. Christine becomes scared and rejected him. 
Chistine told Raoul about this. She also tells 
him how furious Eric had become when he finds 
out that Christine loves Raoul. Erik threatens to 
kill Raoul and Christine warns Raoul about this. 
Because of how obsessed Eric had become 
and they way he threatened Raoul, Christine was 
frightened by Erik’s attitude. Christine used to 
admire Erik because his voice was good, but now 
she became scared of him. Her angel of voice 
becomes a devil who threatens her and her lover. 
Her admiration towards Erik turns into fear. 
Even though the love of Erik has become 
obsession, his love to Christine is sincere and true. 
He just needs someone to love im back and accept 
him for who he is. Erik has beg Chirstine many 
times to love him back and be his wife. Looking 
at him, Christine feels sorry for him. He tries to 
calm him down and kiss him.  She talks to him 
in a tender way telling him that he can’t force 
someone to love and marry him. She loves 
another man and if Erik really cares for Christine 
heart, he should let her go and be happy. Because 
of this, Erik realized that Christine was not happy 
with him, so he let her go. 
The way Erik loves someone is extreme. His 
hatred towards people is also extreme. He either 
hates someone really bad or loves someone really 
bad that his feelings became toxic. This is because 
the way he was treated growing up. He was scared 
of getting hurt again. Outside critique, including 
sneer at his odd-looking appearance also makes 
him to lose confidence himself. He is not only 
wounded but also indignant to those negative 
words. 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
Conclusion 
Based on the analysis, the results reveal that 
there are characterization in the Phantom of the 
Operas’s film,  which are  presented implicitly and 
explicitly from the  scenes, acts, and dialogues. In 
conclusion, the Phantom of the Opera’s film script 
should be good to read due to many proper moral 
lessons behind. The students and regular readers can 
take positive things from the relationships between the 
Phantom and other characters that present in the film. 
 
Suggestion 
This  research  is  expected  to  be  able  to 
provide input and contribute on the creation of 
variations of the next film in order to become one 
of the reference materials of teaching and can 
take a lesson from the essence of the value of 
education contained in film. It also can add insight 
about literary workd and can be one of the 
examples of referrals for future study. 
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